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Abstract
Schemes of universal quantum computation in which the interactions between the
computational elements, in a computational register, are mediated by some ancillary
system are of interest due to their relevance to the physical implementation of a
quantum computer. Furthermore, reducing the level of control required over both
the ancillary and register systems has the potential to simplify any experimental
implementation. In this paper we consider how to minimise the control needed to
implement universal quantum computation in an ancilla-mediated fashion.
Considering computational schemes which require no measurements and hence
evolve by unitary dynamics for the global system, we show that when employing an
ancilla qubit there are certain ﬁxed-time ancilla-register interactions which, along
with ancilla initialisation in the computational basis, are universal for quantum
computation with no additional control of either the ancilla or the register. We
develop two distinct models based on locally inequivalent interactions and we then
discuss the relationship between these unitary models and the measurement-based
ancilla-mediated models known as ancilla-driven quantum computation.
Keywords: ancilla; universal gates; minimal control; quantum computation;
quantum bus; ancilla-driven; ancilla-controlled
1 Introduction
The original theoretical setting for quantum computation is the gate model [] in which a
global unitary that acts on a register of qubits, which computes the solution to some prob-
lem, is decomposed into a sequence of fundamental gates that are applied to the register.
As in classical computation, it is desirable for these fundamental gates to be members of
some ﬁnite and universal gate set, from which any global unitary can be composed up to
arbitrary accuracy. There has been extensive research on such universal sets, and a signiﬁ-
cant example is the set composed of any entangling gate in conjunction with any universal
set of single-qubit unitaries [, ]. Furthermore, almost any two-qubit entangling gate is
universal on its own provided that it can be applied to arbitrary pairs of qubits [, ].
These results are of signiﬁcant theoretical importance for the understanding of quantum
computation.
However, the physical implementation of these models requires direct interactions be-
tween arbitrary pairs of register qubits and, often, direct application of single-qubit rota-
tions and measurements. This is a huge practical challenge and most experimentally im-
plemented or proposed schemesmediate the requiredmulti-qubit interactions using some
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ancillary system. An example of such an ancilla-mediated scheme is the original Cirac-
Zoller ion-trap gate [], where the ancilla in this case is the collective quantized motion of
the ions. Further examples include superconducting qubits coupled to nitrogen-vacancy
(NV) centres [–] or transmission line resonators [, ], spin qubits coupled via ancil-
lary photonic qubits [, ] and the coupling of a Cooper-pair box to a micro-mechanical
resonator []. It is therefore of both practical and theoretical interest to study the eﬀect of
incorporating the ancillary system into the computational model. Indeed, those gates that
have been shown to be universal in a direct implementation of the circuit model cannot in
general be utilised to implement quantum computations entirely mediated via an ancilla.
We will refer to schemes in which all the multi-qubit interactions are mediated via some
ancillary system as ancilla-mediated quantum computation (AMQC).
An extensively researched model of AMQC is quantum bus (qubus) computation [–
]. This model employs a ﬁeld-mode ancilla to mediate two-qubit gates on pairs of regis-
ter qubits with the interaction between the ancilla and a register qubit being a controlled
displacement of the ﬁeld-mode. Recently, we have developed an analogous model which
employs a d-dimensional qudit ancilla [] with a displacement operator deﬁned in the
discrete phase space of the qudit [, ]. These models have been shown to require a
lower number of operations to implement certain gate sequences than a direct implemen-
tation of the circuit model [, , ]. However, neither of these models can implement
a universal gate set on the register using only this ancilla-register interaction and so, al-
though no interactions between register qubits are required, some further direct access is
needed to the register qubits to implement some basis-changing single-qubit unitary [,
].
In order to implement useful quantumcomputations, it will be necessary to have register
qubits with as long a coherence time as possible. However, if it is necessary to access each
register qubit to implement multiple forms of control this will potentially introduce many
sources of decoherence. Limiting the forms of access required to the register qubits may
help to isolate the register more eﬀectively, and so, motivated by this, the measurement-
based ancilla-driven quantum computation (ADQC) [–] andmore recently the glob-
ally unitary ancilla-controlled quantum computation (ACQC) [] schemes were devel-
oped. In both of these models the access to the register qubits is limited to one ﬁxed-time
interaction between a single register qubit (at a time) and an ancilla qubit, where the qubits
are not necessarily of the same physical type. The additional direct access to the register
that was required in the qubus architecture, and analogous qudit model, is replaced by
local unitary operations on the ancilla and, in the case of ADQC, ancilla measurements.
Although both the ancilla-driven and ancilla-controlled models require the minimum
possible access to the computational register, they replace the local control of the reg-
ister with local control of the ancillary system and so still require more than one ﬁxed
quantum gate to implement universal computation. Halil-Shah and Oi [] have recently
shown that the measurement-based ancilla-driven model can be adapted so that no lo-
cal control, beyond ancilla preparation in a ﬁxed state, is required of either the ancilla or
the register. In this model, the computation can be achieved using a ﬁxed interaction and
ancilla measurement in the computational basis alone. However, this requires a stochas-
tic repeat-until-success style gate scheme [], whereby one has to wait until a random
walk through the set of unitaries is within the required precision of the desired unitary.
In this paper we will show that it is possible to develop deterministic models that require
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only a single ﬁxed ancilla-register interaction and ancilla preparation in the computational
basis with no ancilla measurements necessary. Such schemes require a minimal level of
control of both the ancillary and register systems whilst allowing for universal quantum
computation. Hence, we will refer to such models as minimal control models of ancilla-
mediated quantumcomputation, andwewill often drop the reference to ancilla-mediation
for brevity. In Section  we introduce two such schemes based on locally inequivalent in-
teractions. The ﬁrst of these models requires multiple ancillas to implement entangling
two-qubit gates on the register and so, although it requires minimal control, it has an
overhead in terms of ancilla use. We then develop an alternative minimal control model
which does not have this ancilla overhead and requires only three ancilla-register inter-
actions per two-qubit entangling gate, the minimum possible in any unitary scheme [].
We brieﬂy discuss the physical implementation of these models before concluding in Sec-
tion . We begin in Section  with some essential deﬁnitions.
2 Deﬁnitions
We denote the Pauli operators acting on the jth qubit by Xj, Yj and Zj and take |〉 and
|〉 to be the positive and negative eigenstates of the Pauli Z operator respectively. Using
standard deﬁnitions, we take the Hadamard gate H to be
H := √

(|〉〈| + |〉〈| + |〉〈| – |〉〈|), ()
and the single-qubit phase gate to be
R(θ ) := |〉〈| + eiθ |〉〈|. ()
We furthermore deﬁne T := R(π/) and the two-qubit SWAP gate
SWAP := |〉〈| + |〉〈| + |〉〈| + |〉〈|. ()
Except for those gates deﬁned above and the identity operator I, where standard notation
is used, all single-qubit gates will be denoted by lower case roman letters. We deﬁne a
general controlled gate, with a control qubit j and a target qubit k, by
Cjk(u, v) := |〉〈|j ⊗ uk + |〉〈|j ⊗ vk , ()
where u, v ∈U(). The subscripts j and k will be dropped from the notationwhen no ambi-
guity will arise and we let Cu := C(I,u) and SCu := SWAP ·Cu. Two operatorsU ,V ∈U()
are called locally equivalent [] with respect to a decomposition into qubit subsystems j
and k if
U = uj ⊗ vk ·V · pj ⊗ qk , ()
for some u, v,p,q ∈U().
3 Minimal control ancilla-mediated quantum computation
Wenow present two schemes of ancilla-mediated quantum computation that require only
a single ﬁxed-time ancilla-register interaction and ancilla preparation in the computa-
tional basis and hence are minimal control models.
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Figure 1 The general Kja ancilla-register interaction. (a) Decomposition into local and non-local parts.
(b) In this minimal control model the elements of a universal set for single-qubit unitaries, {u0,u1}, are applied
to the register by the Kja interaction and initialising the ancilla in the state |i〉 where i = 0, 1.
3.1 A ﬁrst minimal control model
We introduce our ﬁrst model by giving a general form for an ancilla-register interac-
tion which under certain conditions can implement a universal gate set on a register of
qubits within the constraints of minimal control. We give an explicit construction for
the application of a universal gate set on the register before comparing this model to the
measurement-based scheme of Halil-Shah and Oi [] and giving a simple example of an
interaction that obeys the required constraints.
.. A general interaction
We consider a general ﬁxed ancilla-register interaction of the form
Kja := uj ⊗Ha ·CZ · vj ⊗ Ia, ()
where u, v ∈U(). This interaction is shown in Figure a and it is locally equivalent to CZ.
We deﬁne u := uv and u := uZv and note that we may also write the interaction in the
form Kja = I⊗H · Caj (u,u). We will show that for any K such that {u,u} is a universal
single-qubit gate set we may implement a minimal control model. We do this by showing
how we may implement a universal gate set on the register qubits. It follows directly from
the deﬁnition of the ancilla-register interaction Kja that
Kja|ψ〉j|i〉a = ui|ψ〉j ⊗H|i〉a, ()
where i = , . Hence, we can deterministically apply the elements of {u,u} on any reg-
ister qubit, which we assume is a universal set for SU(), and so we may simulate any
gate in SU() up to arbitrary accuracy using only K and the initialisation of ancilla in the
computational basis. This gate method is depicted in the circuit diagram of Figure b.
We now show how to implement a maximally entangling gate between two register
qubits, j and k, using only K and ancillas prepared in the computational basis. A straight-
forward explicit calculation, utilising the identities vu†u = I, HZH = X, XX = ZZ = I and
XZXZ = –I, shows that
KkaKja · u†j ⊗ u†k ⊗ I ·KkaKja =M
j
k ⊗ Ia, ()
where the induced entangling gate on the register qubits j and k is
Mjk = uj ⊗ uk ·CZ · vj ⊗ vk . ()
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Figure 2 Two-qubit gates in the ﬁrst minimal control model with interactions of the form Kja . This gate
sequence has no overall eﬀect on the ‘entangling’ ancilla qubit but implements the entangling unitary M,
given by Eq. (9) and which is locally equivalent to CZ , on the register qubits. 2n additional ancillas with
appropriate initial states in the computational basis are required to implement the unitary u†0 (up to arbitrary
accuracy) on each register qubit and these extra interactions are shown in the blue dashed box. The number
of these additional ancillas depends on the form of u0 and u1.
Although Eq. () is an ancilla-mediated sequence which implements an entangling two-
qubit gate on the register, as written it requires local unitaries on the register qubits and
it is not decomposed into only K gates. However, we may decompose the u† gate on each
register qubit into further K gates. This is because u and u are a universal set for SU()





|ψ〉j|k〉a · · · |kn〉an = u˜†|ψ〉jH|ki〉a · · ·H|kn〉an , ()
with u˜† = ukn · · ·uk approximating u† up to arbitrary accuracy with ﬁnite n. In certain
cases u† may be implemented exactly. Hence wemay implement an entangling gate which
is locally equivalent to CZ between pairs of register qubits using only K gates and ancillas
initialised in the computational basis.a The circuit diagram for this two-qubit gate on the
register is given in Figure . Therefore, under the assumption that u and u are universal
for SU(), we have shown that K , along with ancillas prepared in the computational basis,
can implement a minimal control model of ancilla-mediated quantum computation.
.. Discussion and comparison with a measurement-based model
We compare this minimal unitary model to the recently proposed measurement-based
minimal scheme of Halil-Shah and Oi []. In their model the computation is achieved
using only a ﬁxed interaction, ancilla preparation in a ﬁxed state, and measurement in
the computational basis. The ﬁxed initial ancilla state is compensated for by the mea-
surement which projects the ancilla onto states in the computational basis. Only one and
two ancilla-register interactions are required to implement the single and two-qubit gates
respectively. However this model results in a probabilistic repeat-until-success style gate
scheme [], whereby one has to wait until a random walk through the set of unitaries is
within the required precision of the desired unitary. Although themodel presented here is
entirely deterministic, there is an overhead, that in general may be large, to implement the
two-qubit gates. We note that this overhead does not appear if an ancilla measurement
is performed after the ﬁrst two interactions in Figure , for an appropriately initialised
ancilla and measurement basis, and in this case both models are of a similar form.
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We note that if vu is diagonal in the computational basis the additional ancillas are not
required, however in this case u and u will commute and so cannot form a universal set
for SU(). In general, the required additional ancillas for the two-qubit gatesmay create an
impractical overhead. However, we nowdemonstrate that there exists an appropriate form
for K that is universal and has a low overhead for additional ancillas for each entangling
gate.
.. A speciﬁc interaction
We can parametrise a general unitary operator p ∈ U() by the matrix in the computa-
tional basis
p(η,φ,ψ , θ ) = eiη
(
eiφ cos θ e–iψ sin θ
eiψ sin θ –e–iφ cos θ
)
. ()
A speciﬁc suitable choice for the ancilla-register interaction K is given by taking u =
p(η, ζ , ζ , π ) and v = p(
π
 – η, –ζ –
π




 ). It is straightforward to show that this gives
u = T and u =HT . We have that T = T† and so uu =H . It then follows that u and u
form a universal set for SU() asH and T are a universal set for single-qubit unitaries [].
It is necessary to implement u† on each register qubit to implement the sequence of Eq.
() and Figure . We have that u† = u and so the sequence of Eq. () and Figure  can be
implemented using  ancillas prepared in the state |〉 and one ‘entangling’ ancilla, that
mediates the gate, prepared in any state.
3.2 A secondminimal control model
We now present an alternative minimal control model which does not require additional
ancillas. As before, we will introduce the model with a general interaction which with
certain restrictions can be used to implement a minimal control model and then give a
speciﬁc example of a simple suitable interaction.
.. A general interaction
Take an ancilla-register interaction of the form
Lja := Ij ⊗ ua · SCR(θ ) · R(θr)j ⊗ R(θa)a. ()
This is decomposed into local and non-local parts in Figure a. We note that this can also
be expressed as Lja = SCaj (uR(θr),uR(θ +θr)) ·Ij⊗R(θa)a.We show that an interaction of this
form, along with ancillas prepared in the computational basis, can implement universal
quantum computation on the register if θ is such that CR(θ ) is entangling (all non-trivial
θ ) and {v, v} is a universal set for SU() where vi := R(θ i + θa)uR(θ i + θr). As before, we
do this by showing how we may implement a two-qubit entangling gate and a universal
set for single-qubit unitaries on the register. We note that it is possible to set θr and θa to
zero and obtain a universal interaction and these local rotations are included to increase
the generality of the interaction.
We may implement an entangling two-qubit gate between register qubits j and k using
an ancilla initialised in the state |〉 by interacting the ancilla sequentially with qubits j
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Figure 3 The ﬁxed ancilla-register interaction Lja . (a) Decomposition into local and non-local parts.
(b) The two-qubit entangling gate Njk is implemented on the register qubits j and k via the sequence of Eq.
(13) with an ancilla initialised in the state |0〉, where the form of Njk is given in Eq. (14). This two-qubit gate is
not symmetric with respect to the exchange of j and k. (c) The single-qubit gate vi = R(θ i + θa)uR(θ i + θr ) is
applied to a register qubit j by two applications of L with an ancilla initialised in the state |i〉, i = 0, 1.
and k before completing the gate with a second interaction with the j qubit. This is the
interaction sequence
LjaLkaLja|ψ〉jk|〉a =Njk|ψ〉jk ⊗ u|〉a, ()
where Njk is entangling for non-trivial θ and is given by
Njk = R(θa)uj ⊗ Ik · SCR(θ ) · R(θa)uR(θr)j ⊗ R(θr)k . ()
This is represented in the circuit diagram of Figure b and can be shown with a simple
explicit calculation.Wemay decompose any single-qubit gate on a register qubit into only
ancilla-register interactions L and ancilla state-preparation in the computational basis.
This is because
LjaLja|ψ〉j|i〉a = vi|ψ〉j ⊗ u|i〉a, ()
where i = ,  and we assume that {v, v} is a universal set for SU(). This is represented in
the circuit diagram of Figure c. Hence, as we have shown how to implement a two-qubit
entangling gate and a universal set for SU() on the register then this is a minimal control
model of ancilla-mediated quantum computation.
.. Discussion and comparison with other models
This model requires three interactions for each entangling two-qubit gate on the regis-
ter which, although greater than the two needed with the aid of ancilla measurement in
ADQC [] and the minimal extension of Halil-Shah and Oi [], is the minimum possi-
ble in any measurement-free scheme []. Furthermore, in contrast to the ﬁrst minimal
control model, there is no requirement formultiple ancilla qubits to implement the entan-
gling gates. Finally, we note that the two-qubit gates on the register are implemented in an
identical fashion to those in the ACQC model [] and L obeys the required conditions
to be universal for that model.
.. A speciﬁc interaction
A simple example of a speciﬁc form for the interaction Lja such that v and v form a
universal set for SU() (and hence Lja may implement this minimal control model) is given
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by taking u = H , θ = π and θr = θa = . We then have that L
j
a = Ij ⊗ Ha · SCT and hence
v = H and v = THT . A proof of the universality of {H ,THT} for SU() is given in the
Appendix. The entangling gate induced on a pair of register qubits from the sequence of
Eq. () is then N =H ⊗ I · SCT ·H ⊗ I and this can easily simulate CNOT := CX as in this
case (Njk) = Ckj X.
3.3 The physical implementation of minimal control models
The models introduced herein are motivated by the physical challenges of implementing
the multiple forms of control required in most universal models of quantum computation
and hence it is interesting to brieﬂy consider systems thatmay be appropriate for a physical
realisation.We initially concentrate on a simpleHamiltonian for implementing the second
minimal control model presented in Section .. We set  =  and consider the two-qubit
interaction Hamiltonian
H(θ ) = π (X ⊗X + Y ⊗ Y ) + (π – θ )Z ⊗ Z, ()
which, applied for a time t = /, implements (up to an irrelevant global phase) the unitary
operator
U(θ ) = e–iH(θ )/ = SCR(θ ) · R(–θ/)⊗ R(–θ/). ()
If we consider the second minimal control model and take the ﬁxed ancilla-register gate
Lja to be the unitary implemented by applying H(θ ) to the ancilla and register qubit for a
time t = /, i.e. U(θ ), followed by a ﬁxed ancilla rotation of the form R(θ/)HR(θ/), we
have that Lja = Ij ⊗ R(θ/)HR(θ/)a ·U(θ ). Hence, this Lja gives v =H and v = R(θ )HR(θ )
which we have shown to be a universal set for SU() when θ = π/ and so this form for
Lja is appropriate for implementing the second minimal control model. With this simple
interaction Hamiltonian,H(π/), local control of the ancilla is required. However, we see
that this is a ﬁxed gate on the ancilla after every ancilla-register interaction via H(π/)
and hence this can be a ﬁxed element in an experimental setup or incorporated into the
natural evolution of the ancilla between interactions.b For example, if the ancillary qubit
is photonic the local operation can be performed by ﬁxed linear optics [] after each
ancilla-register interaction. Indeed, the use of ancillary photons to mediate gates has been
demonstrated in many experimental setups, for example with atomic [, ] or spin [,
] qubits.
Interactions with the form H(θ ) arise naturally in spin systems, with one example of an
implementation ofH(π/) given by the coupling between quantumdot resonant exchange
qubits []. A particularly relevant physical system to ancilla-mediated models is the cou-
pling of nuclear spins via ancillary electronic spins in nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defects in di-
amond [–] and in such setups it may be possible to engineer the HamiltonianH(π/)
[]. Although in some physical realisations, such as the photonic case discussed above,
the ﬁxed local operation on the ancillary qubit after each interaction is convenient or nat-
ural, in others it may be problematic and negate the beneﬁts of the models introduced
herein. However, it is also possible to ﬁnd Hamiltonians that directly implement suitable
interactions for either of themodels proposed in Sections . In certain systems the Hamil-
tonian is highly tuneable, with an example being those involving superconducting qubits
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[], and due to the long coherence times of ensembles of electron spins in NV centers
[] a particularly promising physical system for ancilla-mediated quantum computing is
arrays of spin ensembles in diamond (each spin ensemble is an eﬀective qubit) coupled
by ancillary ﬂux qubits [–]. Indeed, coherent coupling in such a system as been demon-
strated []. It would be interesting to consider which physical systems have Hamiltonians
that are naturally suited to generating appropriate interactions for the models introduced
herein and we leave a more detailed study of this for future work.
4 Conclusions
We have presented two unitary models of ancilla-mediated quantum computation that
require only minimal control of both the ancillary and register systems. The only con-
trol necessary in these models to implement universal quantum computation on a regis-
ter of qubits is a single ﬁxed-time ancilla-register interaction between one ancilla qubit
and one register qubit (at a time) and ancilla preparation in the computational basis. The
ﬁrst of these models is based on maximally entangling interactions that are locally equiv-
alent to CZ and requires multiple ancilla qubits to mediate two-qubit entangling gates on
the register. This model is similar in many respects to the minimal measurement-based
ancilla-mediated model of Halil-Shah and Oi [], in which the requirement for ancilla
preparation is replaced with the need for ancilla measurements in the computational ba-
sis, but is deterministic rather than stochastic. The second of these models removes the
need for multiple ancillas to mediate each entangling gate by employing interactions that
utilise the SWAP gate in a similar manner to the model known as ancilla-controlled quan-
tum computation []. As in the ancilla-controlled model, only three ancilla-register in-
teractions are required to implement a two-qubit entangling gate on the register, which is
the minimum possible in any scheme that does not include measurements [], and two
for a single-qubit gate. Again, due to the global unitarity of the model the computation
is deterministic and is based on a ﬁnite gate set composed of one two-qubit entangling
gate and two single-qubit gates that form a universal set for single-qubit unitaries. We
conjecture that these models require the minimal possible level of control for a unitary
ancilla-mediated scheme.
Appendix
Here we prove that v = H and v = THT are a universal set for SU(). Using similar no-
tation to Boykin et al. [], we denote the nth roots of the X and Z operators by X n and
Z n . Any u ∈ SU() can be written as
u = exp(iϕnˆ · σ ), ()
where σ = (X,Y ,Z) is the vector of Pauli operators, nˆ = (nx,ny,nz) is some unit vector in
R
, nˆ · σ = nxX + nyY + nzZ and ϕ ∈R is some rotation angle. We have that
exp(iϕnˆ · σ ) = cosϕI + i sinϕ(nˆ · σ ). ()
Up to irrelevant global phases, which we ignore from now on, Z = exp(iπZ) and X =
exp(iπX) and hence Z

n = exp(i πnZ) and X

n = exp(i πnX). Using these, and the identity
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HZH = X, we have that X n =HZ n H . It is straightforward to conﬁrm that T = Z–  and so
v+ := vv = X–

Z–  and v– := vv = Z–











 (Z +X)∓ Y
)
. ()
Therefore, for both v+ and v– we have that cosϕ = cos π and hence ϕ is an irrational
multiple of π [] and nˆ± = n±/‖n±‖ where n± = –(cot π ,∓, cot π ). As ϕ is an irrational
multiple of π we can approximate to arbitrary accuracy any rotation around the n± axis
by m applications of v±, with m a ﬁnite integer. As these axes of rotation are not parallel
then any arbitrary rotation can be decomposed into rotations around these axes []. This
then proves that v+ and v– and hence v and v are a universal set for SU().
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Endnotes
a The two-qubit gate in this ﬁrst minimal control model can be seen to employ essentially the same geometric
methods as the qudit ancilla model we introduced in Ref. [22] and hence also the qubus model. In the qudit ancilla
model the ancilla interacts with the register via displacements of the ancilla (with the displacements deﬁned in the
discrete lattice phase space of a qudit) controlled by a register qubit. In this model with a qudit of dimension 2, i.e. a
qubit ancilla, controlled displacements are the CjaX and C
j
aZ gates. The two-qubit gates between register qubits j






kZ . This requires two diﬀerent interactions
between the ancilla and register. The model presented here essential uses this gate method but removes the need
for two diﬀerent interactions by including a Hadamard gate on the ancilla in the interaction deﬁnition as HZH = X . It
is the additional local gates ul and ur (needed to make the gate universal without additional single-qubit gates) that
then results in the need for additional ancillas to mediate the two-qubit gates in the ﬁrst minimal control model.
Finally, this gate method can be considered to be geometric as XZXZ can be considered to create a closed loop in
the discrete lattice phase space of a qubit - the details of this are in Ref. [22].
b Note that this is diﬀerent to ADQC and ACQC in which the required rotations on the ancilla depend on the gate that
is to be implemented (and previous measurement outcomes in the case of ADQC).
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